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Across

1. another word for styling products

4. have long prongs to hold wet or dry hair in 

place

5. type of thermal curl achieved by using a 70 

degree angle

8. adds volume to fine hair

11. also known as serum

12. what buttons are used for setting the hair

15. analize the condition of the hair before 

seeting what?

19. type of thermal curl acheived by using 135 

degree angle

21. light airy, whipped styling product

22. what type of combs are used in thermal 

setting

23. creates smooth straight styles

24. thermal waving and curling are known as 

__________ curling

29. A device that lets air flows softly to 

accentuate textural definition

31. ____________ hold the dryer in one place 

for too long

32. type of thermal curl acheived by using a 90 

degree angle

33. direct _____________ from the scalp to 

the ends

35. some have metal bases; creating a stronger 

curl because of the heat

36. perfect for back combing

37. known as texturizers

Down

2. an electrical appliance designed for styling 

and drying the hair

3. fine hair requires ___________ heat than 

normal hair

6. protects hair from heat damage

7. type of thermal curl achieved by using a 

125 degree angle

9. tool that is ideal for adding lift at the scalp

10. Have either 7 or 9 rows of tipped nylon 

bristles

13. controls frizz by coating the hair shaft and 

weighing it down

14. distribute hair oil over the shaft to give 

shine

16. A directional feature used to create a 

concentrated stream of air

17. large flat base

18. _____________ spaced teeth shape 

larger sections for a more textured look

20. most widely used product

25. used to curl dry hair

26. comes in a variety of shapes and sizes

27. what happens when the vent at the back of 

the dryer is not cleaned

28. creates the strongest control

30. letting the ends of the hair protrude ove 

the barrel causes what?

34. also known as wax


